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Honours Degree in one of the Sciences to start -with before he can be nominated at all. I cannot tell you the exact rules. Of course there are various rules. But that is one essential qualification at the moment.
 144.	That he should possess a Degree in Science or
Mathematics ? — An Honours Degree such as B.Sc.
or B.E. or something of that sort.
 145.	Is a knowledge of Botany requisite for the
purpose of the Forest Service ? — Yes.
 146.	How many Indian Conservators have you got
in the Forest Service in the presidency at present ? —
Conservators we have none at present.
 147.	How many Sub-divisional officers ? — Do you
mean Divisional Forest Officers ?
 148.	Yes.— ^About 19 of them.
 149.	Out   of   how   many ? — Out   of   about   28.
Nineteen are in charge of Divisions out of 28.
 150.	Have these Indians given you satisfaction in
the service ? — Some have, and some have not.    On
the whole they have.
 151.	Do you think that Indians will be capable of
carrying on the administration of the Forest Depart
ment ? — Some are, most certainly.
 152.	Is it due to their want of requisite knowledge
of Forests or on account of certain other reasons that
Indians   are   not   suited ? — They   lack   very   often
physical energy.    Lack of physical energy is at the
bottom of it very often, and general dislike of forest
conditions.    It is a very arduous life indeed.
 153.	How many days have  they to live in  the
forest ? — They   have   to    spend    nowadays    about
nine months out of the twelve in the forest.    For
merly that was not so.    The working is now very
much more intensive.    I did not spend more than
six or seven months in the year when I joined the
service actually out in  the  jungle.    But nowadays
they have to spend far more time in the jungle.
 154.	You said that Muhammadans are more suited
for forest life ? — Nearly always, that is, in the lower
ranks.    We have only one Gazetted Muhammadan
officer at present.
 155.	Is there  any room for  further exploitation
in the forest field in the Presidency ? — No, not at the
moment, not until more roads are built.

 156.	Can you give me a rough idea of the pro
portion   of   income   from   grazing   fees ? — Yes,   the
grazing fees in the Presidency amount to something
like five lakhs per annum, roughly.
 157.	Would you like the idea of transferring the
forests in a particular district to the supervision of
the district local boards ? — At present it does not
commend itself to me.    No.
158 Why do people resort to incendiarism ? Wny do they set fire to forests ?— They do it deliberately really during the hot-weather months in order to raise a fresh crop of green grass. That is the chief obiect— to raise a fresh crop of green grass for cattle during the hot weather months. Otherwise green grass is not to be had.
159. You have got lands in one of the forests to lease out for cultivation ?— Yes.
160 What is the percentage of income from these lands ?— I cannot tell you, but something wquite insignificant compared to the general revenues.-
161. Sir Arthur Froom : You are Chief Conservator ? — Yes.
162   There are four Circles ? — Yes.
 163.	That means four Conservators ?— Yes.
 164.	Then   you   come   next   to   Divisions.    How
many Divisions have you ?— There are 28 divisions
—not  all  territorial.    There are  certain  Divisions
known  as Working Plan Divisions.    There are at
the  ] moment three  of  these.    So  there  are really
25 Territorial Divisions and three which are known as
Wharnarge of tbese Territorial Divisions '—They are officers of the rank of Assistant ConServatoV and upwards. They are, generally known as Divisional Forest Officers.
166 Then you come down to the range in charge
of a Ranger ? — Yes.	'	'
167. And below them are watchers ?— Yes.
 
 168.	Beginning from the bottom, where does the
total    Indian    element   end ?    The    watchers    are
Indians ?—Yes.
 169.	The ranger is an Indian too ?—Yes.
 170.	The Deputy Conservator might be an Indian
or a European ?—Yes, either an Indian or a European.
 171.	Are there any Indians among the Conserva
tors ?—Not yet.    There are no Indians at present
who can stay long enough in the service to reach
the   Conservator's   rank,   except   the   most  newly-
appointed men, very junior men, who will not reach
the Conservator's ra'nk for another twenty years.
 172.	Amongst your Indian Deputy Conservators
would you say you have got any Indians fit to be
promoted as a Conservator ?    If it embarrasses you
I do not want to put the question.—I do not mind.
 173.	You have a number of Indian Deputy Con
servators.    You know of any outstanding men who
might be promoted to a Conservator's rank from the
point of view of suitability and capability ?—I know
of one or two at the moment.
 174.	So   after   all   some   Indians   in   the   Forest
Service are capable of running the big forest districts ?
—Perfectly capable.    There are one or two outstand
ing men, of course.    There will always be, I think.
 175.	You want to leave Englishmen with them ?
—What I want to do is to maintain a proper mixture.
 176.	That is your opinion ?—I consider that the
minimum should not be less than 50 per cent.—50
to 50.

 177.	When you entered the service you had to
undergo an examination ?—Yes,
 178.	In England ?—Yes.
 179.	Were many Indians going in at that time ?—
No, there were very few.
 180.	Indians did not care for Forest Service as
much as they did for the Indian Civil Service ?    You
told us that there were very few Indians who went
up for the Imperial Forest Service by competitive
examination in England '?—Very few in my time.
 181.	But there were, as you know, a considerable
number of Indians  going up for the  Indian Civil
Service ?—Yes.    The   same   is   the   case  with   the
Engineering Service, too.
 182.	And from that could the Conference deduce
that there is not the same inclination on the part
of Indians for the Forest Service ?—I do not know
what else you could ascribe it to.

 183.	You said that the Forest Service is a very
hard life, especially for more junior men ?—Yes.
 184.	You have to be in the jungle for a large part
of   the  vear ?' 'There  is   the   climatic   reason—the
unhealthiness ?—That is most certainly the case.    A
man  should  have tremendous  physical capability.
Tfemendous physical exertion is required in order
to be a competent Forest Officer in this country.
He has to resist the fever, too.
185.	Fever    attacks    Englishmen    and    Indians
alike ?    Or does it attack one more than  another
in the forest ?—We have Forest Officers who leave
this  country with their health  completely under
mined.
186 Perhaps that is one reason for its not being popular ?—I should say that that was a very large reason.
187. It is a hard life and a great tax on ones health ?—Yes.
188 Sir Hari Singh Gour: I would just like to
ask you one question. You said just now that *n
your time lots of Indians used to compete for tae
I.C.S., but not to the same extent for the Indian
Forest Service ?—Yes.	.,.*«.
189. Did not more Englishmen compete for the I C S than for the Indian Forest Service in your time?—We'll, the number of posts offered in the Indian Forest Service was always limited. The number of candidates that came up in proportion to the -number of posts offered I suppose was much about the same.
190 Then you draw no deduction from the fact that a smaller number of Indians, and for the matter of that a smaller number of Englishmen, used to

